The War and Society Newsletter is concerned with the history of warfare and of military organizations from the fifteenth century to the present. It is intended to make available the names of researchers working in the field, and to list each year the relevant articles and essays published in periodicals and in collective works. The editors' principal criteria for selection are that articles should be of a sufficient scholarly standard and should be substantially or primarily historical in approach.
Most of the material appearing in the Newsletter falls into one of the following categories, although these are provisional, working definitions only, and claim to be neither comprehensive nor mutually exclusive:
-the history of military organizations in peace and war; -the threat and use of force in international relations; -the history of military operations; -warfare and military organizations in domestic politics; -social, economic, and cultural history of warfare and military organizations; -War and Society as an academic discipline.
662 periodicals and 43 Sammelbände (collective works) have been monitored this year: a slight increase on the total for the 1990 issue. For the first time the returns from monitoring have been transferred in their entirety to diskette before being forwarded for final editing at Freiburg. It is hoped that this procedure will lower costs and shorten production times in future. It is also hoped in future years to expand our coverage of Eastern European material, and this is now under discussion between the editors. Once again the Newsletter has benefited from the financial support of the War Studies Department at King's College, University of London, and the Work in Progress section carries details of the research being carried out in the Department in the War and Society field. The War and Society Newsletter is formally an annual supplement to the Militärgeschichtliche Mitteilungen, whose subscribers receive it automatically. But it is also available separately from Dr Stevenson at the
